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Guest Seating
Composites seating is an elegant, as well as practical, family of integrated wood chairs
that transcends traditional, contemporary, and transitional environments. Featuring a
chair frame that is available in a variety of back and arm styles, as well as stackable and
stool designs, Composites offers seating that complements just about any environment.
Use Composites anywhere—from private offices and conference rooms to reception and
hospitality spaces, even dining areas and lunch counters.
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Transcending the Traditional
Composites offers a family of elegant wood seating solutions
for today’s collaborative and social spaces. Slim lines and a low
profile make Composite chairs a perfect fit for any space. Five
back and four arm designs offer complementary looks for a wide
range of aesthetics—from classic and timeless, to contemporary
and modern. Stackable chairs in this versatile family store easily
when not in ease, while armless stools provide solutions for
counter-height seating.

Features
The maple hardwood construction of the Composites seating
family stands up to all kinds of usage, while its breadth of design
options brings a welcoming warmth and character to a variety
of temporary spaces.
User comfort is built in – Pads are made from precision molded
foam on a webbed panel.

Seating

Quality craftsmanship – Mortise-and-tenon joinery, double
dowel construction, and cross-blocked corners ensure durability.
Harmonizes with any environment – Select from a variety
of Haworth standard wood finishes or match your own with
custom finishing.
Easy storage – Stackable chairs save space by stacking four-high
and come with protective bumpers to help prevent scratches.
High-top seating – Armless stools feature a brass kickplate, and
furnish attractive seating for standing-height counters and tables.

Colors, Materials, Finishes
Composites is offered in the full range of Haworth finishes and
can be specified to match individual customer requirements. In
addition, Haworth’s entire selection of fabrics and leathers are
also available.

To learn more, visit haworth.com.
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